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Outline

● What can Machine Learning do for Space Weather?

● Why does it work so well? (a short digression)

● Path forward: challenges and opportunities



What can ML do for Space Weather?
(a non-comprehensive list)

● Regression problems, i.e. predict:  

– The value of a geomagnetic index (Dst, Kp, etc.);

– The arrival time of a Coronal Mass Ejection;

– Global Total Electron Content (TEC) maps;

– Solar wind speed;

– Relativistic electrons at GEO;

– Ground magnetic field (dB/dt)

– Electron precipitation



What can ML do for Space Weather?
(a non-comprehensive list)

● Classification problems, i.e. what is the probability that: 

– An active region will flare in the next 24 hours?

– dB/dt will exceed a given value?

– The solar wind is originated by coronal holes/ejecta, etc.

– A region of the Sun belongs to a coronal hole



Geomagnetic indices

● ML works better than physics-based simulations to 
forecast global/average indexes such as Dst

– Why? Because in a physics-based approach of a 
complex system you need to get ‘every single piece 
right’  

The Dst (Disturbance storm time) index is an 
index of magnetic activity derived from a 
network of near-equatorial geomagnetic 

observatories
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Segmentation of coronal holes in 
solar disk images

● Segmentation of solar disk images
(supervised or unsupervised):

– Automatically extract different solar regions
(that are associated with different solar
wind/geoeffectiveness)

Courtesy of Dan Seaton and J. Marcus Hughes, NCEI, CIRES, and University of Colorado Boulder



Solar $are prediction
● Possibly the most active research area in ML
for space weather!



Solar $are predictions



Solar wind classi%cation

● The geoeffectiveness of solar wind is related to its source region

● Xu & Borovsky (2015) introduced a 4-category solar wind: ejecta, coronal holes, 
sector reversal, streamer belts

● 40 years of OMNI data have been automatically categorized (based on a training set 
of ~9,000 hours covering 1995-2008)



Unsupervised classi%cation



Solar wind speed



Radiation belts’ electron $ux



The %nal frontier: Interpretable AI

   Assumption: 
The physics obeys FP equation

   PINN

   Optimal 
coefficients

Feature 
selection

Train a ML model that 
predicts DLL and C 
at a given time

Solve the equation with 
PINN-discovered and 
ML-learned coefficients!

Instead: approximate DLL and C with 
cubic interpolation



Why does it work (so well) ? 
A short digression

“The miracle of the appropriateness of the language of mathematics for the 
formulation of the laws of physics is a wonderful gift which we neither 

understand nor deserve.”



Why does it work (so well) ? 

We are not in the same boat with image and text recognition, self-driving, or 
recommendation systems! 



Why does it work (so well) ?
Physics to the rescue! 

● Physical properties such as invariance, symmetry, conservation laws, etc. 
reduce drastically the ‘search space’ of parameters

● Any system that follows ‘laws of physics’ should be learnable by Machine 
Learning

● Any simulation can be emulated by ML

● The major hurdle is Data Quality & Quantity!
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Path forward for ML in SWx

Freely adapted from:



Path forward for ML in SWx
● The information problem: What is the minimal physical
information required to make a forecast?

200M pixels 1 scalar value



Path forward for ML in SWx
● The gray-box problem: What is the best way to make an optimal use 
of both our physical understanding and our large amount of data in 
the Sun-Earth system? 



Path forward for ML in SWx
● The surrogate problem: What components in the Space Weather 
chain can be replaced by an approximated black-box surrogate 
model? What is an acceptable trade-off between lost of accuracy and 
speed-up? 
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Path forward for ML in SWx
● The uncertainty problem: Most Space Weather services provide 
forecast in terms of single-point predictions. There is a clear need for 
understanding and assessing the uncertainty associated to these 
predictions and how uncertainty propagates.



Path forward for ML in SWx
● The too often too quiet problem: Space weather data sets are typically 
imbalanced: many days of quiet conditions and a few hours of storms. This 
poses a serious problem for any machine learning algorithm. It is also 
problematic for defining meaningful metrics that actually assess the ability of 
a model to predict interesting but rare events. 



Path forward for ML in SWx
● The knowledge discovery and explainability problem: How do we 
distill some knowledge from a machine learning model and improve 
our understanding of a given system? How do we open the black-box 
and reverse-engineer a machine learning algorithm? 



Summary
ML 4 SWx is the quintessential interdisciplinary field. 

These 6 problems not only hinder progress in Space Weather, 
but pose fundamental challenges in the fields of AI and UQ.

● The information problem

● The gray-box problem

● The surrogate problem

● The uncertainty problem

● The too often too quiet (rare events) problem

● The knowledge discovery and explainability problem
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